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ABSTRACT: 

Biofilm growth in porous media is difficult to study non-invasively due to the opaqueness and hetero-geneity of 
the systems. Magnetic resonance is utilized to non-invasively study water dynamics within porous media. 
Displacement-relaxation correlation experiments were per-formed on fluid flow during biofilm growth in a 
model porous media of mono-dispersed polystyrene beads. The spin–spin T2 magnetic relaxation distinguishes 
between the biofilm phase and bulk fluid phase due to water–biopolymer interactions present in the biofilm, and 
the flow dynamics are measured using PGSE NMR experiments. By correlating these two measurements, the 
effects of biofilm growth on the fluid dynamics can be separated into a detailed analysis of both the biofilm 
phase and the fluid phase simultaneously within the same experiment. Within the displacement reso-lution of 
these experiments, no convective flow was mea-sured through the biomass. An increased amount of 
longitudinal hydrodynamic dispersion indicates increased hydrodynamic mixing due to fluid channeling caused 
by biofilm growth. The effect of different biofilm growth con-ditions was measured by varying the strength of 
the bacterial growth medium.
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Introduction
In diverse growth environments, microorganisms including bacteria and algae will attach to surfaces and grow 
in a phenotypically different state known as a biofilm. Biofilm growth occurs after the microorganisms attach to 
a surface by excreting and then growing within the extracellular polymeric substance (EPS; Sutherland, 2001). 
The EPS consists of proteins, polymers, and DNA material and both enables the bacterial colony to adhere to 
the surface and inhibits the killing of the bacteria by limiting the diffusion of antimicrobials within the polymer 
matrix and promoting dormant growth states for the microbial cells. When bacterial colonies grow in biofilms, 
bacteria are difficult to remove and lead to negative consequences such as persistent infections on medical 
implants (Costerton et al., 1999). Positive attributes such as the growth of biobarriers to contain harmful 
environmental contaminants such as nuclear waste are also of interest (Beveridge et al., 1997; Fang et al., 
2009).

The experimental observation of biofilm growth in porous media is complicated by the heterogeneous nature 
of the biofilm, the opaqueness and heterogeneity of porous media growth environments, and the diversity of 
nutrient conditions and colony species compositions. Thus there are a large number of computer models that 
have been developed to enable variation of parameters such as growth rates and substrate geometries 
numerically (Klapper et al., 2002). Recent numerical models utilize either computa-tional fluid dynamics 
simulations (CFD; Radu et al., 2012) or Lattice–Boltzmann simulations (LB) to calculate both the velocity field 
of the fluid and to model bacterial transport and attachment (Pintelon et al., 2012; von der Schulenburg et al., 
2009). In particular, recent modeling research has been focused on understanding the effect of the permeability 
of



the biomass on the flow through biofouled media (Kim and
Fogler, 2000; Stewart, 2012). Understanding the biofilm
permeability is important for analyzing the change in the
overall permeability of the biofouled porous media and for
analyzing the transport of nutrients or antimicrobials into
the biofilm.

CFD and LB simulations numerically solve the Navier–
Stokes equations for incompressible fluid flow:
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where u
*
is the velocity of the fluid element, r is the density of

the fluid, p is the pressure, and h is the dynamic viscosity
of the fluid. Nutrient transport and consumption in the
biofilm are modeled using a mass transfer convection–
diffusion–reaction equation (von der Schulenburg et al.,
2009):
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where Cs is the nutrient concentration, Ds is the nutrient
diffusion coefficient, and rs is the local consumption rate of
the nutrient given by various kinetic models, for example,
Monod kinetics. The impact of permeability of the biofilm
on convection and diffusion of nutrients is therefore
important to quantify in order to model biofilm growth
kinetics (Pintelon et al., 2012; von der Schulenburg et al.,
2009).

Simulations of biofilm growth in porous media have
taken different approaches to the modeling of the
permeability of the biofilm. Some models (Kapellos et al.,
2007; Radu et al., 2012) account for the permeability of
the biofilm by incorporating the Brinkman flow equations
(Brinkman, 1947) into the model calculations. Brinkman
flow equations model the flow through the biofilm by
assuming that the biofilm is a dense array of spherical
bacteria in a fluid. Radu et al. (2012) include the full
equation in their model:
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where " and k are the porosity and permeability of the
biofilm, respectively. Kapellos et al. (2007) simplify the
calculation by combining Equations (1) and (4) and
considering the biofilm and fluid as a continuous fluid
with spatially varying properties. The use of the Brinkman
equations requires the assumption of values for the porosity,
permeability, and viscosity of the biofilm and for the
bacterial cell size.

Pintelon et al. (2012) take the simpler approach of solving
Equations (1) and (2) assuming an increased value of

viscosity of the biofilm in relation to the bulk fluid (Dupin
et al., 2001; Thullner and Baveye, 2008). The authors found
the predicted relationship between the permeability of the
biomass and the velocity of fluid through the biofilm, the
growth rate of the biofilm, and the transport of nutrients
into the biomass (Pintelon et al., 2012). They demonstrated
that the value for the permeability of the biomass
significantly affected both the properties of the fluid flow
throughout the porous medium and growth rate of the
biofilm due to the varying amount of nutrient transport into
the biofilm (Pintelon et al., 2012).

The amount of convective flow through the biofilm in
a biofouled porous media is currently an open question.
Due to the heterogeneity and the different length and time
scales for fluid flow through the biofilm and in the bulk,
experimental data for realistic systems is difficult to obtain.
The work presented here utilizes a recently developed
magnetic resonance (MR) experimental technique to study
these systems.

Magnetic Resonance

Magnetic resonance experimental techniques such as
spectroscopy (Hornemann et al., 2008; McLean et al.,
2008), imaging (Bartacek et al., 2009; Hoskins et al., 1999;
Manz et al., 2003; Renslow et al., 2010; Seymour et al.,
2004a), and dynamic measurements (Seymour et al., 2004b;
von der Schulenburg et al., 2008a,b) have found increasing
use in recent years as a non-invasive way to study biofilm
growth. The work presented here uses the correlation
between molecular motion and MR relaxation to study the
growth of a biofilm. These displacement-relaxation correla-
tion experiments (Callaghan, 2011) have been utilized in
recent years to study the flow through rocks (Burcaw et al.,
2010; Mitchell et al., 2008b; Washburn and Callaghan,
2007), the transport of water through trees (Windt et al.,
2007), and water flow through a packed bed of alginate
polymer beads (Britton et al., 2004). This technique has been
used previously to study a biosystem of packed methano-
genic sludge particles (Homan et al., 2010) but to our
knowledge has not been used to study convection through a
growing biofilm.

Previous studies have utilized dynamic MR measure-
ments to study the transport through biofouled porous
media (Pintelon et al., 2010; Seymour et al., 2004b, 2007)
but were unable to distinguish between the dynamics within
the biomass and in the bulk fluid flow. The biofilm was
shown to grow in preferential flow pathways but the degree
of flow through the biomass itself was not quantified. MR
relaxation measurements have been used to separately study
the biofilm and the bulk fluid (Codd et al., 2011) but did not
measure the fluid dynamics. The research presented here
utilizes these two MR phenomena to study the dynamics
within the biomass separately from the bulk fluid at the same
time and within the same experiment. By obtaining signal
from the entire sample and using the ability to separate the



biofilm and fluid phases using relaxation phenomena,
complicated and heterogeneous biofouled porous media
samples may be analyzed.

Measurement of Molecular Motion Using MR

TheMR pulse sequences known as pulsed gradient spin echo
(PGSE) and pulsed gradient stimulated echo (PGSTE) are
the building blocks for most sequences that measure
molecular motion (Callaghan, 2011; Stejskal and Tanner,
1965). These experiments are able to quantify molecular
motion by applying a sequence of radio frequency (rf) pulses
and magnetic field gradients to encode molecules for their
positions at different points in time. The frequency of the
precession of the magnetic moments of molecules is
encoded for position by applying a linearly varying magnetic
field gradient g for a duration d, a specific waiting time D is
then applied during which the molecules move randomly
due to diffusion and hydrodynamic dispersion or coherently
due to convection, and then the new positions are encoded
by applying the same gradient of opposite polarity. The
effect of the molecular motion on the phase and amplitude
of the total MR signal can then be analyzed. A Fourier
relationship is found (Callaghan, 1991, 2011) between the
MR signal and the transition probability, or propagator
of motion, P zjz0;Dð Þ in one direction, defined as the
probability that a molecule starting at position z at t¼ 0 will
move to position z0 at t¼D. When we define Z¼ z0�z as the
displacement and q ¼ gdg

2p as its Fourier conjugate, we can
write the signal as:

E qð Þ ¼
Z

P Z;Dð Þexp i2pqZð Þ dZ (5)

where E(q) is the measured MR signal voltage. For example,
the propagator for molecular self-diffusion D with a
coherent velocity in the z direction is a Gaussian function:
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By performing a Fourier transform the form for the MR
signal is then predicted to be:

E qð Þ ¼ exp �4p2q2DDþ 2piqvD
� 	

(7)

which demonstrates that diffusion will cause an attenuation
of the signal while velocity will result in a phase shift
(Callaghan, 1991). The data obtained using the propagator
of motion contains information about self-diffusion and
flow directly, but also spatial and temporal information in
more indirect ways (Callaghan et al., 1999). The resolution
in the displacement measurement enables the measurement
of both slow flow which may be present through the biofilm
and fast flow of the bulk fluid through non-biofouled pores
in the same experiment.

MR Relaxation Theory

The relaxation of the MR signal occurs after an rf pulse
excites the molecular magnetic moments and relaxes back
to equilibrium due to spin-lattice T1 interaction in the
longitudinal direction along the applied magnetic field, and
spin–spin T2 dipolar interactions. The T2 relaxation occurs
due to both interactions with the other molecules in the
solution and also the environment around them. In
solution, the T2 is dependent on rotational mobility of
the proton (1H) spins (Abragam, 1961), so that on a
polymer molecule the T2 of the protons is short, on the order
of tens to hundreds of ms, but for protons on liquid
molecules such as water the T2 is long, on the order of
seconds. Molecular exchange occurring on a time scale of
microsecond or millisecond between polymer protons and
water protons will affect the measured T2 (Carver and
Richards, 1972), resulting in the measured T2 being a time
and weighted average of the polymer and water proton T2

times. For water within the EPS of a biofilm, the molecular
exchange between the protons on the polymer molecules
and the protons of the water will result in a decrease in the
measured T2, from a T2 of approximately 2 s in pure water
to a T2 on the order of 100ms in biofilms (Codd et al., 2011;
Lens et al., 1997, 1999; Seymour et al., 2004a,b). The
displacement-relaxation correlation experiments presented
here utilize the capability of MR to quantify both dynamics
and molecular relaxation to study the dynamics of the bulk
water and the biofilm separately within the same experiment
as discussed below.

Materials and Methods

Biofilm Growth

Bacillus mojavensis was chosen for these experiments due
to the ease with which it produces a relatively thick biofilm
and environmental importance (Mitchell et al., 2008a).
Brain Heart Infusion (BHI, Becton, Dickenson and
Company, Sparks, MD) used as the bacterial growth
medium was prepared according to the recipe given by
Mitchell et al. (2008a) [40 g/L NaCl, 3 g/L NaNO3, 0.75 g/L
NH4Cl (Fisher, Pittsburgh, PA), and 28, 18, 9, or 4.5 g/L BHI
for 65%, 50%, 25%, and 12.5% strength, respectively] and
autoclaved. Following preparation and cooling of the media,
1mL of a frozen stock culture of the bacteria was warmed to
room temperature and added to 100mL of 100% strength
BHI. This culture was incubated in a 1 L media bottle
(Kimax, Vineland, NJ) at room temperature on a horizontal
shaker for 24 h.

A model porous media was constructed with a 8.76mm
inner diameter chromatography column (Omnifit, Danbury,
CT) that was packed with 240mm diameter monodispersed
polystyrene spheres (Duke Scientific, Fremont, CA). The flow
loop was constructed using PTFE tubing and HPLC fittings
(GE Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). The bead column was



saturated with distilled water and was monitored to ensure
that there were no leaks or bubbles in the system before being
loaded into theMRmagnet. The fluid was then switched from
water to BHI pumped at a rate of 50mL/h with a HPLC pump
(Pharmacia P-500, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA)
to both create the proper pH and osmotic conditions for the
bacterium B. mojavensis within the column and to perform
experiments as a base line before the introduction of the
bacteria.

After the bacteria grew sufficiently in the 1 L media bottle
on the shaker, the column was inoculated and incubated for
4 h to allow for bacterial attachment to the beads. The flow
of the growth media (BHI) was then re-started and was
continuously pumped through the column at 50mL/h for
the duration of the experiments. For the measured initial
porosity of f¼ 0.43, this flow rate gives a superficial velocity
v0h i¼ 0.53mm/s corresponding to a pore Reynolds number
Re ¼ v0h ilr

m
¼ 9:6 � 10�5 for water based on a pore length

scale l ¼ dpf

1�f
¼ 180mm, where dp ¼ 240mm is the diameter

of the bead particles. This indicates a Peclet number for the
relative contribution of convective to diffusive transport rate
of Pe ¼ v0h il

D0
¼ 48.

The amount of growth media provided for bacteria
growth will affect the growth rate of the biofilm through the
column. This was varied by using four different strengths of
BHI, 65%, 50%, 25%, and 12.5%. For the 65% and 50%
strength BHI trials, the biofilm grew quickly and plugged the
system and caused leaks after 24 h of data was obtained. The
majority of the data discussed in this work was obtained
with 25% and 12.5% strength BHI which allowed for biofilm
growth to be monitored for 2 or 3 days.

Displacement-Relaxation Correlation Experiments

Two-dimensional P(Z, D)-T2 displacement-relaxation cor-
relation experiments were conducted as the biofilm was
grown within a 300MHz Bruker super-wide bore super-
conducting magnet networked to an AVANCE III spec-
trometer and a Micro2.5 micro-imaging probe with
maximum gradients in all three directions of 1.482 T/m.
P(Z, D)-T2 experiments begin with a pulsed gradient,
stimulated echo sequence (PGSTE) to encode the spins for
displacement followed by a CPMG pulse train (Callaghan,
1991; Carr and Purcell, 1954) to measure the T2, as shown in
Figure 1 (Callaghan, 2011). A t2 value of 200ms was used to
minimize the effects of exchange between T2 populations
during the T2 measurement (Homan et al., 2010). The
PGSTE sequence is a variant of the PGSE except that
the magnetization is stored along the z-axis during the
observation time D, minimizing the influence of T2

relaxation during the observation time D (Callaghan,
1991). Experimental details are discussed in the caption
to Figure 1. The resulting 2D data set from each experiment
included 51 gradient steps in one-dimension and 4,096
echoes in the second dimension. The data was zero-filled to
64 points and a Fourier transform was performed in the

PGSTE direction to obtain a propagator of motion for each
echo that was collected. An inverse Laplace transform (ILT)
was then performed for each point in the propagator
direction to obtain the spectrum F(P(Z,D),T2). The ILT was
performed using a nonlinear least squares algorithm and:

M Z;D; t2ð Þ

¼
Z

PðZ;DÞexp �t2
T2

� �
F PðZ;DÞ;T2ð Þ dT2

þ E Z; t2ð Þ (8)

where E(Z,T2) represents the noise of the experiment
(Venkataramanan et al., 2002). Each experiment was 3 h
in length to allow for signal averaging. Experiments with
displacement observation times D¼ 500, 250, and 50ms
were performed sequentially as the biofilm was growing
within the magnet, resulting in a complete experimental
series that required 9 h to acquire. Biofilms were grown for
from 1 to 3 days depending on the growth media strength
and the corresponding extent of biofouled clogging of the
system.

Results and Discussion

The data obtained for the biofilm grown using 12.5%
strength BHI growth media is presented in detail and is
representative of all the data. At this media strength, the
growth reached a pseudo-steady state and wasmonitored for
about 3 days without plugging the system and causing leaks.
Figure 2 presents the results of 2D P(Z, D)-T2 correlation
experiments for displacement times D¼ 500 and 250ms.

Figure 1. P(Z,D)-T2 displacement-relaxation correlation pulse sequence. A

PGSTE sequence encoded the spins for displacement before a CPMG sequence

was used to measure the T2. Experimental parameters: d¼ 1ms; D¼ 500ms, 250ms,

or 50ms; 51 linearly spaced gradient increments from �0.2964 T/m to 0.2964 T/m for

D¼ 500ms, �0.5928 T/m to 0.5928 T/m for D¼ 250ms, and �1.482 T/m to 1.482 T/m for

D¼ 50ms; T2 from 0 to 1.64 s with t2¼ 200ms and 4,096 echoes collected.



The first column shows the data for BHI growth media
flowing through the system before introduction of the
bacteria. There is a T2 shift to a lower value from distilled
water (not shown) from 1.2 s to 700ms due to the
carbohydrates and proteins in the BHI, and all of the
BHI liquid showed the same T2 value. The shape of the curve
in the propagator dimension will be discussed further below,
note the difference in the displacement axis with longer
displacement range for D¼ 500ms.

At t¼ 15–18 h, after the column was inoculated with the
bacteria, a shorter T2 peak at approximately 150ms appears
in the distribution and then increases in intensity with
increasing biofilm growth time. The maximum and average
T2 value for this peak varies slightly with biofilm growth
time, and thus is referred to in this discussion as
T2� 150ms. The integral of the intensity of the
T2� 150ms peak over growth time is shown in Figure 3.
This peak is located at the T2 of the water within the EPS of
the biofilm and its amplitude corresponds to the quantity of
biofilm in the column. While the peak amplitude tends to
increase in amplitude over time, between 30 and 33 h the
peak amplitude decreases before again increasing until 60 h.
This corresponds to a sloughing event (Picioreanu et al.,
2001) which occurs when part of the biofilm is dispersed due
to shear stresses and thus flows out of the bead pack. The
distribution of T2 values in the data set for D¼ 500ms at

33 h shows an intermediate value for T2 between the bulk
liquid and the biofilm. This likely corresponds to biomass
which detached during the sloughing event and moved
through the bead pack. While the experiment acquisition

Figure 2. P(Z,D)-T2 data as a function of biofilm growth time for 12.5% strength BHI for observation times D of 250 and 500ms. The shorter T2 peak at�150ms corresponding

to biofilm growth increases over time and shows no convective flow. The longer T2 peak at 700ms corresponding to the bulk fluid exhibits longer displacements as the biofilm grows

indicating that there is channeling occurring where the biofilm is plugging up some of the pores and other pores are showing increased velocity due to the fixed volumetric flow rate.

Figure 3. Integral of the intensity of the T2� 150ms peak as a function of biofilm

growth time for (a) D¼ 500ms and (b) D¼ 250ms. The peak was integrated over the

same area (from 150 to 250ms in the T2 direction) of each P(Z,D)-T2 plot and then

normalized to the total signal intensity of each experiment. Each experimental data

point is averaged over a 3 h growth time period. A sloughing event appears to have

occurred after about 30 h of biofilm growth and is shown by the decrease in signal

intensity of the T2 component that corresponds to the biomass. The biofilm then

continued to grow and the signal intensity increased until after 60 h when the biofilm

appears to have sloughed again. Note the D¼ 250ms data points occur 3 h after the

D¼ 500ms data points.



times are too long to pinpoint exactly when the sloughing
occurred, there is clearly a transition between 30 and 36 h
in the flow pattern consistent with this interpretation.
In addition, the T2 distribution shifts to longer values, the
shorter T2 peak has a smaller intensity, and the bulk flowing
peak shows shorter displacements after sloughing indicating
reduced biomass and increase in pore spaces which allow
flow at fixed volumetric flow rate.

Figure 4 shows detailed analysis of the profiles of T2

distributions at zero displacement Z¼ 0 and of the
propagators at two specific T2 values corresponding to
bulk fluid (T2� 700ms) and biomass (T2� 150ms).
Further evidence of a sloughing event occurring around
30–33 h of biofilm growth is shown in the decrease in the
signal amplitude of the shorter T2 peak between the second
and third rows in Figure 4b. The propagator at the longer T2

of approximately 700ms corresponds to the flow of the bulk

fluid and is not shifted significantly from the initial value of
the T2 of the BHI growth media. As the biofilm grew and
plugged some of the pores of the bead pack, the distributions
of displacements include longer displacements. This
indicates a channeling effect, where the bulk fluid is not
flowing through the biofilm-clogged pores and as a result
is flowing faster through the clear pores to maintain the
conservation of mass at the set volumetric flow rate
(Seymour et al., 2004b). At the shorter T2 of �150ms
that corresponds to the biofilm, there is no flow and
the propagator is narrow and centered at Z¼ 0. This
is quantitative experimental evidence that there is no
convective flow through the biomass within the displace-
ment resolution of the measurement of �15.6mm over
D¼ 250ms, or v¼�62mm/s.

Figure 5 presents an alternative analysis of the difference
between the dynamics in the bulk fluid and within the

Figure 4. T2 and P(Z,D) profiles at selected biofilm growth times for D of 250ms. a: P(Z,D)-T2 plots at three time points in the biofilm growth. b: T2 profile taken at the Z¼ 0

displacement, showing the growth in the shorter T2 peak over time. c: P(Z,D) profile through the longer T2 value, demonstrating that bulk fluid exhibits longer displacement values as

the biofilm plugs some of the pores of the porous media. d: P(Z,D) profile through the shorter T2 value, integrated between 150 and 250 ms in the T2 direction, demonstrating that

there is zero flow through the biomass.



biomass. Rather than performing a Fourier transform on the
data, the positive pulsed magnetic field gradient displace-
ment data was fitted with a 2D inverse Laplace transform
corresponding to Equation (7) in the q-space direction and
an exponential decay in the T2 direction. These 2D plots are
correlations between longitudinal hydrodynamic dispersion
coefficientsD(D) (m2/s) along the vertical axis and magnetic
spin–spin relaxation T2(s) along the horizontal axis.
The absolute value of the data is analyzed so all phase
information is lost and instead of a phase shift correspond-
ing to the velocity induced displacement, only hydrody-
namic dispersion information is retained (Seymour and
Callaghan, 1997). Before the bacteria were inoculated into
the system, the results for the three displacement observa-
tion times D show the well-known increase in preasymptotic
hydrodynamic dispersion D(D; Codd and Seymour, 2012)
and the same T2 of 700ms. As the biofilm grew, the
D¼ 50ms data continue to show about the same amount of
hydrodynamic dispersion at T2� 700ms, while the 250 and
500ms data show larger amplitude hydrodynamic disper-
sion more broadly distributed in amplitude as the biofilm
grew. The decrease in signal intensity of the shorter T2 peak
in the 50 and 250ms data is evident between the second and
third columns, again demonstrating that a sloughing event
occurred at about 30 h of biofilm growth. At these flow rates
and D times, the protons on the water molecules have

transited only Z2 Dð Þh i1=2 ¼ j0h i ¼ v0h iD ¼ 27, 130, and
270mm for D¼ 50, 250, and 500ms respectively, which
provides displacement data in the clean bead pack ranging
from within a single pore to several pores for the pore length
scale l¼ 180mm. The increasing amount of dispersion is a
result of the growth of biofilm in parts of the bead pack and
channeling in other parts of the bead pack causing increased
mixing and dispersion. In contrast, at all biofilm growth
times and all three D times, the peak at the T2� 150ms
corresponding to the biofilm shows no increased dispersion
and is approximately along the line for the self-diffusion of
water, again indicating that there is no convective flow
generating dispersion within the biomass. An interesting
feature of the data in Figure 5 is the evolution as a function
of displacement time of a bimodal distribution of
hydrodynamic dispersion in the BHI at the bulk fluid
T2� 700ms. At displacement time D¼ 500ms, for which
j0h i ¼ 270 mm, the flowing fluid has a mean dispersion of
D� 5� 10�8m2/s while a smaller percentage of fluid has a
value slightly slower than free water in BHI due to the no slip
zero velocity layer at the bead surfaces. This restricted
diffusion bulk fluid peak increases in concert with the
biofilm peak at T2� 150ms indicating increased hold-up of
the bulk fluid contained in pore centers of biofouled pores
and in dead end pores blocked by biofouled pores
downstream. In addition, exchange occurring between the

Figure 5. D(D)-T2 effective diffusion–spin-spin relaxation correlation plots of longitudinal hydrodynamic dispersion and fluid type for three different observation times and at

four different times during biofilm growth. The dotted lines are shown as a guide to the eye at the self-diffusion of water at 25C, D0¼ 2.2� 10�9 m2/s. Note the presence of a bimodal

distribution in hydrodynamic dispersion at D¼ 500ms before the inoculation of bacteria. As the biofilm grew, the D¼ 50ms data continue to show about the same amount of

hydrodynamic dispersion at T2� 700ms, while the 250 and 500ms data show larger amplitude hydrodynamic dispersion more broadly distributed in amplitude as the biofilm grew.

The spread in the vertical direction indicates the increase in hydrodynamic dispersion over biofilm growth for the bulk fluid indicating increased hydrodynamic mixing. The bimodal

distribution of dispersion at T2� 700ms also indicates the presence of dead end pores due to bioclogging. The spins at the shorter T2 values however show no hydrodynamic

dispersion on these time scales, indicating that there is no convective motion through the biomass.



biofilm phase and the bulk phase in dead end pores may
contribute to the increase in amplitude of the zero flow bulk
fluid peak in the D(D)-T2 spectrum. This effect may be seen
in the data for 63–72 h, which shows a range of T2 values

with restricted diffusion. Hydrodynamic dispersion on the
pore scale will impact Darcy scale reactive transport
simulations and measurements (Battiato et al., 2009), so
this ability to non-invasively measure dispersion of the
biofilm phase and bulk fluid phase on the pore scale may
provide data useful for a wide range of applications.

Figure 6 presents the T2 distributions at P(Z, D)¼ 0 for
D¼ 250ms and 21 h of biofilm growth for four different
strengths of BHI. The dotted lines indicate the T2 of the
BHI before biofilm growth with decreasing T2¼ 690, 520,
440, and 350ms for 12.5%, 25%, 50%, and 65% BHI,
respectively. The T2 of all of the water in the bead pack is
shown to shift to shorter times for all BHI strengths because
the bulk fluid interacts with the polymers in the EPS of the
biofilm and the T2 is shifted due to hydrogen exchange (Hills
et al., 1991). The ratio between the amplitudes of the two
peaks changes for the larger strengths of BHI indicating that
more biofilm has grown in the bead pack. By providing more
nutrient to the system by increasing the strength of BHI fed to
the system, more bacteria will reproduce and grow within the
biofilm and produce EPS, leading to a denser polymer matrix
which will decrease the T2 (Fabich et al., 2012). In addition
the entire T2 distribution shifts to shorter T2 values for
increased biofilm growth, again indicating that the water
interacts with more polymers in the biofilm, providing an
additional measure for the extent of biofouling.

Conclusion

In this article, MR displacement-relaxation correlation
experiments are demonstrated to characterize fluid trans-
port in biofouled porous media by separate measurement
of purely diffusive transport in the biofilm biomass and
convection through the channels of the porous media.
Within the displacement resolution of these experiments, no
convective flow was measured through the biomass. An
increased amount of longitudinal hydrodynamic dispersion
indicates increased hydrodynamic mixing due to increased
channeling effects caused by biofilm growth. Increasing
the velocity resolution of the experiments is possible by
increasing the number of displacement encoding steps but
comes at the expense of longer experiments, resulting in data
with high velocity resolution but very course resolution in
the time of biofilm growth. Studies with different flow
rates, different geometries, or different organisms have the
potential to yield relevant data for the understanding of
biofilm growth, flow dynamics, and hydrodynamic disper-
sion in porous media.
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